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Articles has now gone into "release candidate" status, so is now feature frozen.

This version, 1.0 rc1 (0.26 for internal use) has one extra feature over the last public release,
which is pagination in the single category view. the amount of articles per "page" can be set in
the prefs area.

I have only briefly tried the current version of Articles with XOOPS 2.2 rc2, and it appears to
work, but I've not tried it properly so cannot guarantee it will 100%.

Anyway, I have decided that Articles as it stands will now only be maintained for bug fixes for
XOOPS 2.0.x, and work on Articles version 2 will start for XOOPS 2.2.

Please feel free to make a comment, or feature request in the Articles suggestion forum on my
site here

Articles version 1.0 rc can be downloaded from here.

http://support.sirium.net/modules/newbb/viewforum.php?forum=3
http://support.sirium.net/modules/mydownloads/viewcat.php?cid=2
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